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Let L be a finite lattice. A map f  of the join irreducible elements of L to the 
meet irreducible elements of L is called a matching of L if f  is one-toone and 
x<f(x) for each join irreducible x. We investigate this conjecture: every finite 
modular lattice has a matching. The conjecture is verified for certain classes of 
modular lattices. 
1. INTR~OUC~~N 
For subsets X and Y of a lattice L, a map f of X to Y is called a matching 
of X to Y if f is one-to-one and x <f(x) for all x E X. Given a finite lattice 
L, let J(L) (M(L)) denote the set of nonzeco join irreducible (nonunit meet 
irreducible) elements of L and let J*(L) = J(L) U (0, } (M*(L) = M(L) U 
{ lL}). We say that L has a matching provided that there is a matching of 
J*(L) to M*(L). The aim of this paper is to investigate a conjecture of Rival 
[ 131 (cf. [8]): everyfinite modular lattice has a matching. 
There are matching results for several familiar classes of lattices. For 
instance, it is well known that every finite distributive lattice has a matching. 
Basterfield and Kelly [l] (cf. [9]) h s owed that every finite geometric lattice 
L satisfies jJ*(L)j < IM*(L)I; moreover, Greene [9] proved that such lattices 
have matchings. Also concerning semimodular lattices, Rival [ 131 
demonstrated that the dual of a finite semimodular lattice of breadth 2 
possesses a matching. A finite modular lattice that is complemented is a 
geometric lattice; also, the dual of a finite modular lattice of breadth 2 is a 
semimodular lattice of breadth 2. Thus, the preceding matching results show 
that every finite modular lattice that is complemented or that has breadth 2 
has a matching (cf. [ 131). A famous theorem of Dilworth [5] (cf. (71) lends 
further credence to the conjecture: every finite modular lattice L satisfies 
(J*(L)1 = IM*(L)I. (See [9, 131 for partial converses to Dilworth’s theorem.) 
It is easy to construct nonmodular lattices that do not have 
matchings-see Fig. 1. Also, the lattices in Fig. 2 explain our formulation of 
the conjecture in terms of J*(L) and M*(L) (although we could restrict 
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FIGURE 1 
attention to linearly indecomposable lattices and obtain matchings of J(L) to 
M(L))* 
Our investigation of matchings in modular lattices proceeds via decom- 
position of a modular lattice into its maximal complemented interval 
sublattices. This is accomplished with Herrmann’s [ 121 skeleton S(L) of a 
lattice L. The requisite facts concerning S(L) are contained in Section 3. 
Matching results for complemented lattices and other preliminaries appear in 
Section 2. Section 4 contains the main results, an example of which follows. 
THEOREM. Let L be a finite modular lattice. If the width of S(L) is at 
most 2 then L has a matching. 
Lattice-theoretic terminology not defined here is drawn from [4]; other 
combinatorial terms appear in [2, lo]. 
FIGURE 2 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
It is instructive to see another argument showing that complemented 
modular lattices have matchings. First, any tinite complemented modular 
lattice is a direct product of simple ones [3]. Moreover, a finite simple 
complemented modular lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of subspaces of a 
finite projective geometry, ordered by containment, that is, the lattice of 
subspace of a vector space over a finite field [3] (cf. [4]). We denote a 
projective geometry of dimension n over a field of q elements by PG(n, q) 
and let L(PG(n, q)) denote the lattice of subspaces of PG(n, q) (cf. [lo]). 
(Observe that the length of L(PG(n, q)) is n + 1.) If L g L(PG(n, q)) and 
I(L) < 2 then there is obviously a matching of L. If I(L) > 3 let the bipartite 
graph G = G(X, Y, E) be defined by X=J(L), Y = M(L), and xy E E if 
x ( y in L. Then L has a matching if and only if there is a (graph) matching 
of X onto Y in G. As the elements of J(L) are precisely the elements of L 
covering 0,-L is complemented-the vertices of X are points in PG(n, q). 
Dually, the vertices of Y are hyperplanes in PG(n, q). Thus, G is a regular 
bipartite graph and, by Hall’s Marriage Theorem, has a matching (cf. 
[Z 101). 
Direct products preserve matchings. For an element a of a lattice L, let 
U(a) (L(a)) denote the set of upper covers (lower covers) of a in L. (We 
shall also write x < y to mean y covers x in L.) If L = L I L, and a = (a,, a*) 
then 
(Both XY and XX Y denote the direct product of ordered sets X, Y. We use 
X + Y to denote the union of disjoint sets X and Y.) Suppose that L = L 1 L, 
a finite complemented modular lattice. As J(L) = U(0,) and 
E(L) = L( IL), 
J(L) = WY) x PLJ) + WLJ x J(L,)h 
M(L) = OWL,) x VLJ) + WLJ x WU). 
Matchings fi of J(L,) onto M(L,) yield a matching f of L: let f(0,) = l,, 
f(xl, OL2) = UXx,), LJ for x1 E WA and f(o,,~J = QL,Axd) for 
x2 E J(L,). (We must alter the definition off if L, or L, is the two-element 
chain 2.) 
Thus finite complemented modular lattices have matchings. A few obser- 
vations, slightly technical but in the same spirit as those preceding, will be 
needed later. For elements a, bi (i = 1, 2 ,..., m), and cj (j = 1, 2 ,..., n) of a 
lattice L, let U(u :4 b,, b, ,..., b, :< ci, q ,..., c,) be the set of upper covers z 
of a such that z 4 bi (i = 1, 2 ,..., m) and z < cj (j= 1, 2 ,..., n). Define 
L(u :$ b,, b, ,..., b, :> c,, c, ,..., c,) dually. 
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2.1. hMMA. Let L be a jinite lattice, let L = L, L,, and let 
b = (b,, b2) < (a,, a,) = a in L. 
(a) There is a matching of U(0,) onto U(a) + L( 1, :$ a) in L if there 
is a matching of U(O,,) onto U(a,) + L(lLi :$ a,) in Li (i = 1,2). 
(b) There is a matching of L(a: $ b) + U(0, :g a) onto U(b :z$ a) + 
L(1, :I$ b) in L if there is a matching of L(a, :$ bi) + U(O,, :g ai) onto 
U(b, :$ ai) + L(l,, :$ b,) in Li (i = 1,2). 
ProoJ (a) It suffices to observe that 
uw = WL,) x {%*I) + WLJ x W& 
U(a) = (WI> X &I) + (b-4 1 X WA 
~31, :$a) = W,, 2 ad X {LJ) + ({L,l X L(L, :ib ad). 
(b) This is proved similarly. 1 
Some motivation for this lemma is in order. 
Hall and Dilworth [ 1 l] introduced the “gluing” of modular lattices. Let L 
and K be modular lattices both with greatest and least elements, let a E L, 
b E K, and suppose that [a, IL] z [O,, b]. (We use [x, y] to denote the 
interval sublattice {z E L 1 x < z <v} of L.) Identify [a, lL] with [O,, b] and 
order A = L W K with the transitive closure of the orderings of L and K. 
Then A is a modular lattice. Suppose now that L and K are finite 
complemented modular lattices. It is not difficult to see that 
J(A) = U(0,) + U(0, :g b), 
M(A) = L( 1, :$ a) + L( lK). 
(See the schematic diagram in Fig. 3.) Were there a matching f of U(0,) 
onto U(a) + L(1, :$ a) then f, combined with a matching g of J(K) onto 
M(K) would provide a matching of A. Define h by h(0,) = 1, and 
h(x) =fM if x E U(0,) and f (x) E L( 1, :$ a) 
= df (x>> if x E U(0,) and f (x) E U(a) 
7 g(x) if x E U(0, :s& b). 
Then h is a matching of A. By 2.1(a), in order to obtain h it is enough to 
obtain a matching of U(0,) onto U(a) f L(1, :$ a) where L is the lattice of 
subspaces of a projective geometry (cf. 2.2 and 2.3). 
The first matching result can be obtained from a theorem of Dowling and 
Wilson [6, Theorem 41. 
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J(A)=lJ(OL)+U(OK:$b) 
M(A)=L(lL+)+L(lK) 
FIG. 3. Schematic diagram depicting J(A) and M(A). 
2.2 LEMMA. Let L be a finite complemented modular lattice with 
IL) > 3, and let a EL. Then there is a matching of U(0,) onto U(a) + 
L(1, :$ a). 
An alternative proof can be obtained as follows: use 2.1(a) to conclude 
that L is the lattice of subspaces of a projective geometry; employ induction 
on IL 1 to obtain a E U(4); use incidence properties of a projective 
geometry, and the Marriage Theorem, to obtain a matching in the bipartite 
graph B = B(X, Y, + Yz, E), where X = U(O,), Y, = U(a), and Y, = 
L( 1, : $ a). The details of a similar argument are provided in the proof of 
2.3. LEMMA. Let L be a jkite complemented modular lattice and let 
b < a in L. Then there is a matching of L(a :$ b) + U(0, :g a) onto 
U(b :4 a) + L( 1, :$ b). 
ProoK If a = 1, or b = 0, then the claim of the lemma is trivial, so let 
O,<b&a< 1,. Also, the result is obvious when l(L) ( 2, so we take 
l(L) > 3 for the remainder of the proof. Also, 2.1 (b) allows us to assume that 
L is simple. Proceed by induction on (L (. 
We assert that it is enough to show there is a matching when 0, <b < 
a < 1,. To justify this assertion let 0, < y < b < a < x < 1, and suppose that 
2.3 holds for y&x in L. 
Consider b < a in the lattice [O,, x]. The induction hypothesis gives a 
matching of L(a $6) + U(0, :k a :< x) onto U(b :4 a :< x) + L(x $6). 
(These covering sets are defined with respect to L.) Now consider y & x in L. 
Our supposition gives a matching of L(x :$ y) + U(0, :k x) onto 
U( y :g x) + L(1, :$ y). Properly composing these two matchings, we have a 
matching of U(a :$ b) + U(0, :$ a) onto 
U(b :g a :< x) + L(x :$ b :> y) + L(1, :I$ y) + U( y :$ x). 
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Finally, examine b <x in [y, lL]. By induction, there is a matching of 
L(x :$ b :hy) + U(y :{x) onto U(b :$ x) + L(1, :$ b :> y). As 
U(b:~a:,<x)+U(b:~x)=U(b:~a) and L(l,:&y)+L(l,:$b:>y)= 
L(1, :$ b), we have verified the assertion. 
We let L = L(PG(n, q)) with a a hyperplane and b a point in PG(n, q). 
Define the bipartite graph G = G(X +X’, Y + Y’, E), where X = L(a :$ b), 
X’ = U(0, :$ a), Y = U(b :4 a), Y’ = L( 1, :$ b), and xy E E if x < y in L. 
We show that there is a matching of X +X’ onto Y + Y’ in G. 
The vertices of Y are the lines of PG(n, q) that contain b and are not 
contained in a: there are 
t=(q”- l)/(q- 1)-(q”-‘- l)/(q- l)=q”-’ 
such lines. Also, X’ is the set of points not contained in a, so 1 X’ ] = q”. Each 
line of Y= {y,,y,,...,y,} contains q points of X’; if yi # yj then yi and yj 
contain no common point of X’. Thus X’ = Xi + Xi + . . . + X; , where 
] Xi ] = q and yix’ E E if and only if x’ E Xi. Dually, X = (x, t x2 ,..., x1 1, 
Y’ = Y; + Y; + .** +Y;,where]Yf]=qandxiy’EEifandonlyify’EY\. 
Which adjacencies exist among vertices of X’ and Y’? Any x’ E X’ is 
contained in q”-’ hyperplanes in Y’. Were x’ contained in distinct y’, 
y” E Y; then x’ < y’ A y” = xi < a. This is impossible. Hence, each x’ E X’ 
is adjacent to precisely one vertex from each Yi (i = 1, 2,..., t). Since the dual 
statement holds, the subgraph of G induced by Xi U Y; is a collection of q 
disjoint edges-a matching. It follows readily that there is a matching of 
X+X’ onto Yt Y’. 
The proof of the lemma is complete. m 
3. THE SKELETON OF A LATTICE 
Herrmann [ 121 defined the skeleton of a lattice (of finite length) to obtain 
its decomposition into atomic interval sublattices. We require several of his 
results. 
Let L be a finite modular lattice and let z E L. If z # l,, let z* = V U(z), 
and let (lL)* = 1, ; if z # O,, let z* = A L(z), and let (O,), = 0,. Let the 
skeleton S(L) of L be defined by 
S(L)=(zEL/(z*)*=z) 
and let the dual skeleton S’(L) of L be defined by 
S’(L) = {z EL I (z*)* = z}. 
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so S(L) (S’(L)) consists of the least elements (greatest elements) of the 
maximal complemented interval sublattices of a modular lattice L. 
We record some facts concerning the skeleton. 
3.1. LEMMA [ 121. Let L be a finite modular lattice. 
(a) For all L E L, (z*)* <z < (z*)*. Moreover, z* ES(L) and 
z* E S’(L). 
(b) S(L) (S’(L)) is a join sublattice of L (meet sublattice of L) with 
least element 0, ((O,)*) and greatest element (lL)* (1J. 
(c) The map z ++ z* is an isomorphism of S(L) onto S’(L). 
(d) Ifx<y in S(L) thenyE [x,x*] andx*E [y,y*]. 
There is an alternate description of S(L): S(L) is the join sublattice of L 
generated by those elements of L that are unique lower covers of elements of 
J(L). Of course, S’(L) can be described in a dual manner. Given x E S(L) 
and a sublattice L’ of L we let J(x; L’) = U(x) nJ(L’), and let M(x*; L’) = 
L(x*)nM(L’). So J(x; L) is the collection of nonzero join irreducibles in 
[x, x*] that are nonzero join irreducibles in L. Also, J(L) = UxEscLj J(x; L). 
3.2. LEMMA. Let L be a jkite modular lattice and let x E S(L). For 
z E U(x) the following are equivalent: 
(1) zEJ(x;L), 
(2) for all y E S(L), z < y* implies x < y, 
(3) for all y < x in S(L), z 4 y*. 
Moreover, the dual statement holds for z E L(x*). 
ProoJ To show that (1) implies (2), suppose z E J(x; L) and z < y*, 
where y E S(L) and x 4 y. Since x 4 y there is u E L( y*) such that x 4 u. 
As z E J(L), zAu=xAu<x while zvu=xvu=y*. Thus 
(z,x,u,zAu,xVu) is the five-element nonmodular lattice-an 
impossibility. 
That (2) implies (3) is clear. 
Suppose that z E U(x) and z @J (L). Then I* < x, and, by 3.1(a), 
z* E S(L) while z ,< (z*)*. Therefore, (3) implies (1). 1 
We require a few more facts concerning the skeleton S(L) of a finite 
modular lattice L. Let 0, <x in S(L) and let L’ = [x, IL]. It is clear that 
S(L)n L’ c S(L’). Suppose y E S(L’) and y 4 S(L). Then there exists 
u<y* in L such that x 4 u. But 0, <x in S(L) implies that there is an 
upper cover z of x that is join irreducible in L. Hence, {z, x, u, z A u, x V u) 
is nonmodular. Therefore, S(L’) = S(L) n L’. 
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Suppose that g is a matching of L’. If there were a matching f of J*(L) - 
J*(L’) onto (J*(L’) -J*(L)) + (M*(L) - L’) then it would be easy to 
obtain a matching h of L. Define h as follows: 
h(x) = g(x) if xEJ*(L)nJ*(L’) 
=fW if xEJ*(L)-J*(L’)andf(x)EM*(L)-L’ 
= df(x)) if x E J*(L) - J*(L’) andf(x) E J*(L’) -J*(L). 
3.3. LEMMA. Let L be a finite modular lattice, let 0, < x in S(L) and let 
L’ = [x, lL]. Then the following hold: 
(a) S(L’) = S(L) n L’. 
(b) If L’ has a matching and there is a matching ofJ*(L) -J*(L’) 
onto (J*(L’) -J*(L)) + (M*(L) -L’) then L has a matching. 
4. MAIN RESULT 
Recall that the width w(L) of a lattice L is the supremum of the 
cardinalities of its antichains. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let L be a finite modular lattice. If S(L) satisfies one of 
(a> w(W)) Q 2, 
(b) S(L) is the product of two chains, 
(c) S(L) z 23, 
or ifs(L) is any linear sum of lattices each satisfying one of (a), (b), (c) then 
L has a matching. 
ProofY (a) Let us proceed by induction on 1 S(L)\. Let 0, < x in S(L) 
and let (x,, x, ,..., x,} = {z E S(L) ] x 4 z}. As w(S(L)) < 2, we take x0 < 
x, < **. < xI with x0 = 0, and x noncomparable to each of x, , x2,..., xt. 
Let L’ = [x, lL]. By 3.3(a), S(L’) = S(L) n L’, so \S(L’)( < 1 S(L)I. We 
may employ 3.3(b): it suffices to obtain a matching f of J*(L) -J*(L’) 
onto (J*(L’) -J*(L)) + (M*(L) -L’). Note that if x is the unique upper 
cover of x0 in S(L) then t = 0; otherwise, x,,, x, E [x,.,x$]. 
Describe J*(L) - J*(L’). An element a of J*(L) - J*(L’) satisfies one of 
(i) a=x,=O,, 
(ii) a E J(x,; L) - (x} = U(x,) - {x}, 
(iii) a E .I(x,; L) (i = 1, 2 ,..., t). 
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Since xi-, is the unique lower cover of xi in S(L), 3.2 shows that J(x, ; L) = 
U(x, :$ xi”_ J. Hence, 
J*(L) - J*(L’) = {x0) + (U(x,) - (x)) + ‘s U(x, :k xi*- 1). 
i=l 
(,JJF=, Xi is used to denote the union of disjoint sets X,, X, ,..., X,.) 
Describe M*(L) - L’. Observe that u EM*(L) - L’ if and only if a 
satisfies one of 
(i) a E M(x& L) = L(x, :$ x, x,), 
(ii) n E M(xi*; L) (i = 1, 2 ,..., t). 
(We are using the dual of 3.2: z E M(y*; L) for. y E S(L) if and only if 
z E L( y*) and z > y’ implies y > y’ for any y’ E S(L).) We claim that 
for i = 1, 2,..., t - 1, and that 
M(,q; L) = L(X: :a X, ” X), 
This claim follows from the dual of 3.2 and the fact that xi V x, xi+, are the 
only possible upper covers of xi in S(L) (i= 1, 2,..., t - 1). Also, x, V x is 
the lone upper cover of x( in S(L). Therefore, 
t-1 
M*(L)-L’=L(Xd :~X,X,)+ ~‘L(XT :~Xi+I,XivX) 
iY1 
+ L(xF :$ x, v  x). 
Describe J*(L’) -J*(L). By 3.3(a), S(L’) = ( y E S(L) / x < y}. With 3.2 
we have a f J*(L’) - J*(L) if and only if a =x and 0, kx in L, or 
a E J(y; L’), where y > x in S(L) and a < z* for z E S(L) such that 
x 4 z <y in S(L). Therefore, z =xj for some j = 0, l,..., t. Choose i 
minimum such that y = xi V x. So a E J(x, V x; L’) and a < x,?. Moreover, 
u&x;-, for if u<x,*_, then a < (xi-r V x)* < (xi V x)* by 3.1(c): this 
contradicts a E J(xi V x; L’). We have shown that 
J(y;L’)-J(g;L)c i U(xVx,:f$x,*_, :<xx;“), 
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.2- . . . Lb;) u(x:s;) .: Y 
0 
“(xo) . . . . . . ..-. 
34 
L(Xl I 
(1=1.2. ..tj 
FIG. 4. If w(S(L)) < 2 then the matchings f, (i = 0. I,.... 1) can be composed to obtain a 
matching of J*(L) - J*(L’) onto (J*(L’) -J*(L)) + (M*(L) - L’). 
where y =x V X, (s = i, i + l,..., j). The converse containment also holds. 
Hence. 
(J*(L’) -J*(L)) - (x} = U(x :< x0*) + \- U(x v xi :g xi”-, :< xi”), 
i-1 
We now obtain the matching J Assume that 0,, k x, that is, x E (J*(L’) - 
J*(L)). 
By 2.2 applied to x E [x,,,x,*] there is a matching f, of U(x,) onto 
U(x :< xg*) + L(x,f :$x). Notice that L(x$ :I$ x) = L(x$ :$z x, x,) + 
L(x$ :$x :> xi). Since 3.1(d) shows xi <x1 V x <x$ <XT, we can apply 
2.3 to x, V x < x$ in [x,, XT] and obtain a matching f, of 
L(xo* :I$? x :> x,) + U(x, :g x;) onto U(x, v x :$ x; :< xf) + 
L(xT :$x, V x). In general, 2.3 applied to -yi V x < XT-, in (Xi, XT ] 
(i = 1, 2,..., t) gives a matching fi of L(xT-, :$ x :> xi) + U(xi :& xj”_ ,) onto 
U(x, v x :$ xi”_ 1 :< xi”) + L(xi* :g x; v x). The description of 
J*(L) - J*(L’) shows that for any a E J*(L) - J*(L’), except x0. there is a 
least i such that a is in the domain of J (i = 0, l,..., t). Moreover, there is a 
maximum j such that i < j < t and f, ~, 0 f,- 2 0 . .. o fi(a) is in the domain of 
f, for s = i, i + l,..., j. (See the schematic diagram in Fig. 4.) 
Define f by f(x,) = x, f(a) = fj oJ;-, o . . . ofi( It is tedious, but 
straightforward, to show that f is a matching. 
(b) The preceding argument can be adapted to show: if 0,. <x in 
S(L), if IYES~LL)IX~YI is a chain, and if [x, IL] has a matching, then L 
has a matching. In particular, if S(L) is the product of two chains then an 
induction argument on IS(L)1 proves that L has a matching. 
(c) Suppose that S(L) g 23, with elements as labelled in Fig. 5. We 
require a matching for each of the eight maximal complemented intervals of 
L. They are: 
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(I=l.i.a) (I=l.i.3) 
y"1L 
L(v*)=pqy';L) .._I. *. .'(d.. 
0 
3 
..-.- " U(y)=U(y:rx*)+,plU(V:,x~+,:Y:)+Jlv:L) - 
V 
Frc. 5. Covering sets involved in matchings g. J;gi%f, (i = I, 2.3). 
f maps U(x) onto U(y :<x*) + L(x* :$y), 
f; mapsL(x* :$yf:>xi)+ lJ(X,:$X*)OlItO 
u(yi :4X* :<x:) i- L(X” :~yi) (i= 1,2,3 (mod 3)), 
gi mapsL(xjk+I :~v:~yi)+U(yi:~xi*,,)onto 
U(.v :$ xi*, , :<yvi*) + L(yF :$y) (i = 1,2,3 (mod 3)), 
g maps U(y) onto L(y*). 
Correctly composing these maps gives a matching of L. (See the schematic 
diagram in Fig. 5.) 
The last assertion of the theorem follows by an induction argument. I 
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